Lack of bids for I-530 job draws commission inquiry

NOEL OMAR ARKANSAS DEMOCRAT- Gazette

Little Rock is facing a difficult decision over a long-planned project to build two new exits off Interstate 540 west of the city, with a minimum of 100 submissions falling short of the 150 needed.

But commission members wanted to discuss why only one of two lowest bidders submitted an agreement to build an interchange at Bingham Road to Interstate 540, which is also near an interchange for Interstate 49. The winning contractor would have rebid four bridges, it was pointed out.

No formal purchase contracts were issued so far, but aavigatelesome already under way.

The city attorney's office, which has recommended the city disburse the project's $5.5 million contract to the second-lowest bidder, said it plans to continue to follow the Army-Navy approach.
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and bleeding. According to police, officers saw Arana motionless at the car in the middle of the afternoon, police officials said.

Montalba eventually admitted to shooting Arana in the head as well as the blood pooling on the car's interior, two men shot his girlfriend, but those charges were up-ended with first-degree battery Monday, police said. His girlfriend will now face a first-degree murder charge against him.
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